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Each letter in the word 'norte'-Spanish for 'north' symbolizes a new way to
approach entertainment marketing for Barcelona-based Norte Estudio. When
founding the creative studio and production company, creative directors Txema
Alguacil, Salva Borrego, David FernÃ¡ndez, Xavi Pablo and Marc TeixidÃ³
merged their own interests of live action, art direction, design, storytelling and
technique, and chose the five-letter name Norte.

"We liked the connotations and values behind the word norte," says Borrego.
"The rest of the cardinal directions derive from the north; it is the path towards
which everything drives."

"It is the cardinal point of reference," added TeixidÃ³. "And, we wanted to break
the trend of using English names."
With that in mind, Norte's logo places the N above the rest of the letters, just as
north would read on a compass.

The five executives met while working as freelancers in the entertainment
industry. With the goal of finding their own voices, three years ago they started
their studio with a personal project, Ferro.

"With five different perspectives, it is not easy to find a unified voice because
our minds are open on many fronts, but it ends up being much more positive,"
says Alguacil.

The piece was based on research on magnets that was intended to evolve
creatively into the studio's corporate image, but ended up as a separate spot
that showcases the studio.

"Ferro fits very well with the name of the studio and the search for a direction,
given that we entered into the core [of the industry] without having a completely
clear path," says Pablo.

"We came up with interesting worlds, and from there we thought about creating
a story without any literal explanation, so that you could extract your own idea,"
says FernÃ¡ndez.

Finding its Direction

The studio's first project was for The Basement, a multipurpose space in
Barcelona. Through interactive stages, it demonstrated the adaptive capabilities
of the place for different events.

"This project represents the path we chose to follow at the beginning,

combining different techniques such as live action, which we wanted to dive
into; post-production, which was our field of expertise; and art direction," says
Borrego.

Another of Norte's significant projects was branding for Barcelona's public TV
channel BetevÃ©. The studio won a joint pitch with studios Folch and Goroka.

"We wanted to renew an obsolete image that had not changed for 12 years. In
an increasingly digital and multiplatform world, we needed a brand that was not
'telecentric' and that would serve any environment," says Sergi Vicente, director
at BetevÃ©. "The winning project successfully interpreted it, suggesting a
realistic adaptation of the media that did not require a lot of resources. It had to
be 'a manageable' brand."
"The matter of consuming the content via different devices, while maintaining
the same identity, required a graphical cleaning-up," says Alguacil, so Norte
Estudio developed a style guide to address specific animation curves and other
branding guidelines.

"We built the animation project based on digital navigation elements," says
Borrego.

"The new brand, and all of the 'liquid identity' elements, centered on a number
of concepts: logo, typography, colors, image system. "We already liked it then,
and we like it more and more now," says Vicente.
As part of the rebrand, the channel's name of BTV was changed, verbalizing
the abbreviation to BetevÃ©.

The studio also developed branding for LÃ²gic, a cultural program at the same
network, which features an artificial intelligence narrator. The work was jointly
executed with Lavisual and Nil CiurÃ³-composer of Norte's projects.

"We played with the idea of imagining that this artificial intelligence being were
to learn human behavior from visual content. The branding is the result of
disconnected images that the AI deciphers," says Borrego.

The pieces portray a universe that is disturbing but attractive at the same
time-in which the obscure relationships of shape, texture and color are
illustrated via split screens.

